COMPLETE BREACH RESPONSE SOLUTIONS

ONE solution does not fit all. With BakerHostetler, ABA Insurance Services’ Breach Response Solutions provide flexibility to meet your bank’s unique situation: you can hand over the whole process, manage it yourself, or do something in between.

We have established relationships with qualified vendors to provide our insureds with COMPLETE BREACH RESPONSE SOLUTIONS. These vendors can manage a data breach incident from start to finish and can help you develop incident response strategies to mitigate breach damages and liability by assisting with:

- Securing data
- Convening and assisting with the selection of specialist firms
- Assessing the incident
- Interviewing witnesses
- Preparing the notification letters
- Insuring regulatory compliance
- Interfacing with law enforcement
- Creating a communications strategy

CHOOSE THE BREACH RESPONSE SOLUTION THAT BEST FITS YOUR BANK’S NEEDS

- FULL SERVICE | Our preferred vendors can quarterback your incident response team. Based on relationships that have been built and tested through multiple incidents, you can be confident that our preferred vendor will engage the right forensic investigators, notification vendors, credit monitoring products, and crisis communication firms to meet the specific needs of the incident.

- USE YOUR OWN BREACH RESPONSE TEAM | While you can trust our preferred vendors to help you manage your breach response, you are under no obligation to use their services. If your bank already has a qualified team of experts with whom you have developed a relationship, you may rely on them for their breach response expertise with prior approval from ABA Insurance Services.

- PARTIAL SERVICE | If you need something in between, you can choose to use our preferred vendors to fill the gaps in areas where you need the help.

BAKERHOSTETLER
Experienced, Recognized Leader of Data Breach Legal Services

Baker’s Privacy and Data Protection Practice is nationally recognized having managed over 1,000 data breach incidents with a team that has extensive multidisciplinary technical, legal and regulatory experience.

Industry Recognition

- Chambers Global: Privacy & Data Protection (USA)
- Chambers USA: Nationwide Privacy & Data Security
- The Legal 500 United States (2016) – Media, Technology and Telecoms: Cyber law
- Media, Technology and Telecoms: Data protection and privacy
- Law 360: Privacy “Practice Group of the Year” (2013 to 2015)
- The Best Lawyers in America® (2016): 2 lawyers named in Privacy and Data Security Law